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Transition from spiral waves to defect-mediated turbulence induced by gradient effects
in a reaction-diffusion system
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The transition from spiral waves to defect-mediated turbulence was studied in a spatial open reactor using
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. The experimental results show a new mechanism of the transition from spirals
to spatiotemporal chaos, in which the gradient effects in the three-dimensional system are essential. The
transition scenario consists of two stages: first, the effects of gradients in the third dimension cause a splitting
of the spiral tip and a deletion of certain wave segments, generating new wave sources; second, the waves sent
by the new wave sources undergo a backfire instability, and the back waves are laterally unstable. As a result,
defects are automatically generated and fill all over the system. The result of numerical simulation using the
FitzHugh-Nagumo model essentially agrees with the experimental observation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A common feature of an excitable or oscillatory system
a spatially extended medium is that it supports spirals
rotate around a topological defect@1–5#. Under certain con-
ditions, a spiral may become unstable and spontaneo
generate many defects@6–10#. An understanding of the tran
sitions from spiral waves to defect-mediated turbulence
been of great interest in nonlinear physics. In the past th
decades, insights into the behavior of temporal chaos in l
dimensional systems have been routinely gained using
cepts such as strange attractors, Lyapunov exponents,
fractal dimensions@11#. However, high-dimensional spa
tiotemporal chaos has proven to be quite difficult to und
stand @12–14#. Certain breakthroughs have been made
cently in this line of research. For example, Egolf and c
workers @15# have developed an analytical method
describe spiral waves in defect-mediated chaos which h
over 100 dynamical degrees of freedom. Their method co
be applied to other systems of defect-mediated turbulenc
will be described in this paper.

From a practical point of view, understanding the mec
nism of spiral instability could have potential impacts
cardiology. Recent studies on animal hearts showed c
evidences that the transition from a ordered spiral wave
defect-mediated turbulence could be responsible for s
life-threatening situations as tachycardia and fibrillati
@4,16–21#. Using an excitable reaction-diffusion model
study the mechanism of fibrillation is one of the simplest a
the most efficient ways to address this problem. It may p
vide certain insights into the mechanism of heart fibrillatio

Although numerical and analytical studies of transitio
from spirals to defect-mediated turbulence have been w
documented@5,12#, evidences in controlled experiments a
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quite few. They have been observed only in a Rayleig
Bénard convection@22# and certain reaction-diffusion sys
tems. Three different spiral breakup scenarios are do
mented in experiments in a quasi-three-dimensional react
diffusion system~see the Sec. II for details of the system!. In
the first case, spiral waves in an oscillatory system beco
unstable due to a long wavelength instability, and they br
up at locations far away from the spiral core because of
convective nature of the instability@6,7#. In the second case
spiral waves break up near the spiral core due to Dop
instability, when a Hopf bifurcation contributes to the mov
ment of the spiral core, causing it to meander@8#. For these
two cases, simulations and analysis with two-dimensio
~2D! reaction-diffusion models qualitatively agree with th
experimental observations, so that the instabilities are
lieved to be examples of 2D reaction-diffusion turbulenc
and concentration gradients in the third dimension play
minor role. For the third case, a transition to spatiotempo
chaos takes place when a periodic external forcing is ad
and the ratio of the spiral-rotation period to that of the fo
ing is close to 3/2@9#. The mechanism of this instability is
not clear at present.

Only in the second case is the system in an excita
regime, that is why it might have relevance to heart fibril
tion. However, a major discrepancy exists in this type
modeling: former observations of transitions to turbulen
are believed to be quasi-two-dimensional while heart tis
is a 3D object. According to certain observations and n
merical simulations, the 3D effect plays a crucial role
heart fibrillation@16#. Here we report an experimental obse
vation of a transition to defect-mediated turbulence due
3D effects, where the gradients in the third dimension p
an essential role. The transition scenario consists of
stages: first, the effects of gradients in the third dimens
cause the splitting of the spiral tip and a deletion of wa
segments, generating new wave sources; second, the w
sent by the new wave sources undergo a backfire instab
and the back waves are laterally unstable. As a result, def
are automatically generated and fill all over the system.
d-
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also conducted numerical simulations to study the gradie
in the 3D reaction-diffusion system. Our result shows t
introducing concentration gradients in the third dimens
can induce a spiral to break up, while this spiral is stable
a 2D system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experiments were conducted in a spatial open rea
the same as described in earlier studies@6–9#. The reaction
medium is a membrane, 0.4 mm in thickness and 22 mm
diameter, made of a porous glass with an average porous
of 10 nm~Vycor glass, Corning!. The porous glass disk pre
vents any convection motion in the reaction medium so t
the reaction-diffusion feature is guaranteed in the syst
Contacting each surface of the membrane with a reserv
where reactants are refreshed continuously, fulfills a hom
geneous and constant boundary condition of the reaction
dium. Ferroin catalyzed Belousov-Zhabotinsky~BZ! reaction
is used in the experiments. The chemicals are arranged in
two reservoirs in such a way that one~I! is kept in the re-
duced state of BZ reaction, the other~II ! is kept in the oxi-
dized state. When reactants of both sides diffuse in the m
brane and meet together, pattern forming reactions take p
in a thin layer inside the membrane, where spiral waves
be sustained.

Multiple concentration gradients exist across the me
brane, so that the system is a 3D system with gradients in
third dimension. These concentration gradients can ind
instabilities in the system@23#. In our previous studies@6–9#,
boundary conditions were carefully chosen such that the
terned layer is thin~it is estimated to be less than 0.2 m
from the CSTR experimental data!, so that the waves in this
dimension are well entrained@24# and instabilities in this
dimension could be avoided. In this work, we deliberat
increase the thickness of the patterned layer so that dyna
instability in the gradient direction is considered. The cont
parameters of the experiment are the concentrations
sulfuric acid and malonic acid in reservoir
(@H2SO4#0

I ,@CH2(COOH)2#0
I ). The thickness of the pat

terned layer increases with@H2SO4#0
I . According to the

CSTR experimental data, it changes from less than 0.2
to 0.3 mm as the control parameter varies. As a resul
gradual transition from a quasi-2D system to a quasi-3D s
tem can be obtained and the effects of concentration gr
ents in the third dimension can be studied. The other par
eters are kept fixed: @NaBrO3#0

I ,II 50.3M , @KBr#0
I

560 mM , @H2SO4#0
II 50.2M , @ ferroin#0

II 51.0 mM . The re-
action temperature is 2560.5 °C, and the resident time i
each reservoir is 103 s.

The initial condition of the experiment is arranged in su
a way that only one spiral tip is located in the center of
reaction medium. This condition can be achieved by usin
helium-neon laser (3 mW,l5633 nm) to generate an
guide spiral tips. In a regime of stable spiral, after suita
reactant solutions are pumped into reservoirs, a train of t
eling waves automatically appears from the boundary of
reaction medium. We use a beam of laser light to brea
chemical wave front, creating a couple of defects, which
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velop into a pair of counter-rotating spiral waves. Then
use laser light to lead one spiral tip to the edge of the rea
and eliminate it and drive the other one to the center of
reaction medium. Once a spiral is ready, we study it
changing one reactant concentration step by step while fix
all other conditions. A record is taken after the pattern
laxes into its asymptotic state and no laser is applied fo
sufficient amount of time~around 1 h!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

At low @H2SO4#0
I (0.30M ), we observed a simple rota

tional spiral, with a rotation period 17.5 s and wavelength
about 1.0 mm. Figure 1~a! gives a snapshot of the tip area
a spiral. The regions of high and low gray level~white and
black! in the picture represent, respectively, the oxidized a
reduced states of a BZ reaction. The oxidized region form
spiral; it travels out as the spiral tip rotates around a sm
circle, which is 0.560.1 mm, much large than the patterne
layer. Under these experimental conditions, the spiral wa
in the gradient direction can be considered as entrained@24#:
although the concentration gradients tend to make the sp
different in the gradient direction, no obvious structure w
observed in the experiment in this dimension. So one
consider it as a quasi-two-dimensional pattern. When
control parameter was increased to 0.4M , we observed a
slight hint of a 3D structure. As shown in Fig. 1~b!, the
oxidized region of the spiral is not uniform. In the projectio
of the gradient direction, it appears that there are two trav
ing fronts along the spiral curve, one grayish and one brig

FIG. 1. Images illustrate the dimensionality of spiral chang
from a quasi-2D to quasi-3D system as the control parameter
creases.@H2SO4#0

I in ~a! 0.3M , a quasi-2D spiral;~b! 0.4M , begin-
ning of a quasi-3D spiral;~c! 0.5M , a well-developed quasi-3D
spiral; ~d! 0.6M , spiral tip split; ~e! 0.5M , a time series shows
periodic movement of tip separating and recombining,Dt52.5 s;
~f! 0.6M , a time series shows spiral tip split,Dt52.5 s. The other
control parameter is fixed:@CH2(COOH)2#0

I 50.6M . The regions
shown in~a!–~d! are 2.232.2 mm2; in ~e! and ~f! 1.031.0 mm2.
2-2
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TRANSITION FROM SPIRAL WAVES TO DEFECT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036202 ~2003!
Because the chemical compositions are different at diffe
locations in the gradient direction, the shape of the spira
not symmetric and its dynamic behavior is different in th
direction. We observe a wider grayish spiral on one side
a narrower brighter spiral on the other side. The wavelen
of the spiral is still large~0.9 mm! compared to the thicknes
of the reaction medium; due to spiral entrainment, the sp
waves are still stable in the gradient direction. However,
the spiral center we observe that the spiral tip tends to bi
cate. Thus the gradient effects in the third dimension mus
taken into consideration. The tendency of the spiral tip
separate becomes more pronounced as the control para
continuously increases. Figure 1~c! (@H2SO4#0

I 50.5 M)
shows a snapshot of the situation: two separated spiral
can be clearly seen in the region of the spiral center. A ti
series of pictures in Fig. 1~e! shows a periodic movemen
between tip splitting and recombining as the two spiral t
rotate. In this state, the rotation period of the spiral becom
13 s, while the period of spiral tip split is 8 s; the ratio of th
period of a spiral and that of tip splitting is about 3:2, but
clear signal of synchronization was observed. This splitt
and recombining processes continuously intensify with
increase of@H2SO4#0

I . When the control parameter pass
across a critical value (0.55M ), tip splitting process wins
over tip recombination process, and the two tips of the sp
separate permanently. As a result, the grayish spiral tip c
away a piece of the bright spiral tip, generating a ringli
wave with two more defects@Fig. 1~d!#. Figure 1~f! shows a
time series of this process.

We have measured the period of spiral waves and tha
the spiral tip splitting and recombining movement. Figure
summarizes the results. The period of the spiral decre
with the increase of the control parameter. The period of
spiral tip splitting and recombination stays almost consta
yet the amplitude of the movement increases. Howe
when the control parameter passes across the critical p

FIG. 2. The spiral period and the period of the spiral separa
and recombining movement as a function of the control param
@H2SO4#0

I . The other control parameter is kept fixed
@CH2(COOH)2#0

I 50.6M .
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(0.55M ), the tip splitting period clearly increases, eventua
becoming larger than that of the spiral wave@see Fig. 2#. At
the same time, the spiral tip breaks up. The whole proc
looks like the following: Below the critical value of the con
trol parameter, there are two stable spirals in the differ
layers of the reaction medium in the gradient direction. Th
travel along together due to the mutual influence of diffus
coupling. Above the critical point, this spiral entrainme
breaks up because the diffusive coupling cannot compen
the difference of the two spiral waves, and they tend to se
rate from each other.

The spiral tip splitting process triggers a cascade of sp
dynamic changes, leading to a transition from a state of
dered spiral waves to a state of defect-mediated turbule
Figure 3 shows the pattern evolution when the control
rameter is beyond the onset. At the beginning, we hav
regular spiral@Fig. 3~a!#. After the tip splitting process take
place, a ringlike wave is created@Fig. 3~b!#. The wave gen-
erated from tip splitting has different dynamical behavior,
immediately undergoes a backfire instability@25,26#. As the
wave travels outward from the central region, it creates a
sends a wave backward. The traveling speed of the ne
created outward wave is larger than the wave speed be
the onset. Its wavelength is thus smaller@compare patterns in
the outer region with that near the central region in F
3~c!#. The traveling speed of the newly created inward wav
is smaller so that the ‘‘hole’’ in the former spiral tip regio
becomes larger@compare Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#. After the

g
er

FIG. 3. Development of defect-mediated turbulence as a sin
spiral becomes unstable.~a! t50 s; ~b! t5310 s;~c! t51100 s;~d!
t51750 s;~e! t52490 s;~f! t55370 s. The control parameters a
the same as in Fig. 1~d!. The region shown is 20 mm in diameter
2-3
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ZHANG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036202 ~2003!
‘‘hole’’ region becomes large enough, we witness anot
instability of the inward wave. As the waves travel, th
continuously break into pieces, generating a ring of defe
@see Fig. 3~d!#. Some of the defects drift to the zone of th
former spiral center, organizing new spirals. These spi
undergo the same instabilities, generating the second rin
defects@see Fig. 3~e!#. Finally, the system is full of spira
defects, we observe a state of defect-mediated turbule
as shown in Fig. 3~f!. The total transition process take
about 90 min.

During the transition, we monitored the number of defe
N as a function of time in the whole reaction medium. T
result is shown in Fig. 4. After an initial quick growth pha
(t,1200 s), the growth rate of the number of defects
comes almost constant (1200 s,t,3500 s). Assuming tha
the rate of expansion of the turbulent region into the reg
of spiral waves is diffusion controlled, we havel}At, so that
dA/dt} ldl /dt5const, whereA and l are, respectively, the
area and the perimeter of the turbulent region. A cons
growth rate of the number of defects suggests that the d
sity of defects in the turbulent region is constant (dN/dA
5const). When the turbulent region almost occupies
whole reaction medium (t.3500 s), the growth rate slow
down @see Fig. 4#.

A series of experiments has been conducted to study
gradient effects on spiral waves. We have traced the mo
ment of spiral tips and distinguished the dynamical behav
of the system according to the movement. Figure 5 give
slice of the phase diagram using@H2SO4#0

I and
@CH2(COOH)2#0

I as the control parameters. The phase d
gram can be divided into several domains according the
served patterns:~a! a region of meandering spirals, where t
trajectory of the spiral tip is a hypocycloid or an epicyclo
@27#; ~b! a region of simple spiral waves, where the trajecto
of the spiral tip is a small circle and the spiral can be co
sidered as a quasi-two-dimensional object;~c! a region of 3D
spirals, where two spiral tips can be observed, so that
gradient effects in the third dimension are considered,
waves in the gradient direction overlap;~d! a turbulence re-

FIG. 4. Number of defects in the system measured as a func
of time during the growth of the turbulent region in Fig. 3.
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gion. We find in Fig. 5 that the lines of transition from
simple spiral to a 3D spiral and from a 3D spiral to spir
turbulence are independent of@CH2(COOH)2#0

I , and the
only sensible control parameter in the experiments
@H2SO4#0

I . We also noted in the experiments that sometim
the spiral breakup was not initiated from the spiral tip regi
but from the region away from the spiral tip. In this case
segment of wave spontaneously decayed, generating
more defects. This process also triggered the backfire in
bility, as described before. This scenario is similar to that
have observed in our simulations, which will be described
the following section.

IV. MODEL SIMULATION

We conducted numerical simulations in a quasi-thr
dimensional space to see the gradient effect on the sp
stability. The FitzHugh-Nagumo reaction-diffusion mod
@26,28# was used because it represents a general mode
excitable and oscillatory system. We first begin with t
simulation in two-dimensional space. The partial different
equation~PDE! is

]u/]t5¹2u1u~u2a!~12u!2v,

]v/]t5e~u2dv !. ~1!

Here the variablesu andv represent the concentrations of th
reagents;¹25(]2/]x21]2/]y2) is the Laplacian operator;a
is the excitability parameter, which was the control para
eter in our simulation; andd ande are other parameters, the
were kept fixed in the simulation (d51,e50.08). Note that
e specifies the ratio between the time constants ofu andv, a
small value ofe means that the reaction system is in
excitable regime or a regime of relaxational oscillation. W
investigated the dynamical behavior of this 2D system w
numerical simulation. The spatiotemporal behavior of ea
asymptotical state as a function of the control parametea

n FIG. 5. The phase diagram with @H2SO4#0
I and

@CH2(COOH)2#0
I as the control parameters. Regions of differe

patterns are indicated in the plot.
2-4
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TRANSITION FROM SPIRAL WAVES TO DEFECT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036202 ~2003!
was recorded. Whena is less than20.127, suitable initial
conditions lead to a stable state of spiral waves. If the con
parameter is increased beyond20.127, spiral waves will
break up via a long wavelength instability, and the syst
quickly falls into a state of defect-mediated turbulence. Ne
we put one more spatial dimension in the system by coup
two layers of the 2D system with diffusion. The correspon
ing set of PDE is

]u1 /]t5¹2u11u1~u12a1!~12u1!2v11c~u22u1!,

]v1 /]t5e~u12dv1!,

]u2 /]t5¹2u21u2~u22a2!~12u2!2v21c~u12u2!,

]v2 /]t5e~u22dv2!. ~2!

Here u1 , v1 and u2 , v2 are, respectively, the variables
layer 1 and layer 2, andc is the coupling. We also induced
gradient in the newly added dimension by giving differe
values ofa for each layer (a1Þa2). Thus, decoupling the
two subsystems, the spiral dynamics in each subsyste
different. We will show that although the values ofa1 anda2
are in the regime of stable spiral when the system is dec
pled (c50), at suitable values of the coupling strength, t
coupled system can become unstable. The spirals will br
up, a backfire instability will occur, and the transition
defect-mediated turbulence will take place.

In our simulations, we prepared the two subsystems w
the same initial condition~same spiral waves solution! but
with different control parameter values, both far from t
turbulence region. Under these conditions, the asympto
state of the system is synchronized spiral waves: the sp
in the two layers get entrained, they travel together in
planes. This corresponds to the quasi-2D spiral that was
served in the experiments. We then studied the behavio
the coupled systems by increasing botha1 anda2 but with a
fixed difference,Da5a12a250.012. When the coupling
strength of the two subsystems is relatively strongc
50.011) and the control parametera1 is below 20.13, the
state of synchronized spirals is stable. However, if the va
of a1 passes across20.13, the system undergoes a transiti
to a state of turbulence. Figure 6 shows different stage
this transition. Starting from initially stable spirals@Fig.
6~a!#, the breakup of spiral waves takes place in regions
far from the spiral tip@Fig. 6~b!# and backfire waves ar
observed near that region. As the wave travels outward n
that region, it continuously creates and sends a wave b
ward @Figs. 6~c!,6~d!#. The traveling speed of the newly cre
ated outward wave is larger than the wave speed before
onset, and the wavelength becomes smaller. The same
nomena were observed in the experiments. Meanwhile,
waves sent by the spiral tip continuously break up@Figs.
6~d!,6~e!# and eventually the system is full of spiral defec
@Fig. 6~f!#.

Figure 7 gives a section of the phase diagram of t
quasi-3D system in the parameter space ofc and a1, with
Da50.012. The solid line separates the stable spiral reg
and the turbulence region in the quasi-three-dimensional
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tem ~2!, while the dashed line separates the stable spiral
gion and the turbulence region of the two-dimensional s
tem ~1!. We observe that for a relative strong couplin
strength, the two coupled spirals will always be stable eve
the parameter of one subsystem is in the turbulence reg
The most interesting region is the one between the das
line and the solid curve. In this region, although both t
parametersa1 anda2 of the two decoupled subsystems are
the region of stable spirals, the coupled spirals are not sta

FIG. 6. The sequence of pictures shows different stages of
transition from spiral waves to defect-mediated turbulence in
simulation. The spatial patterns are a gray scale plot of (u11u2).
~a! t50 t.u.; ~b! t5920 t.u.; ~c! t51010 t.u.;~d! t51265 t.u.;~e!
t51600 t.u.;~f! t53500 t.u. The coupling strengthc50.015. The
system size is 5123512, grid 5123512 points, andDt50.1. A
no-flux boundary condition is imposed.

FIG. 7. A section of the phase diagram of the quasi-3D sys
~2! in the parameter space ofc anda1, with Da50.012.
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ZHANG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036202 ~2003!
they break up and the system becomes turbulent. Thi
just the gradient-induced instability of quasi-3D spira
This simulation result is consistent with our experimen
observations.

V. DISCUSSION

We speculate that in the experiments the second insta
ity which generates a ring of defects is a lateral instabi
@29#. Previous theoretical studies of reaction-diffusion eq
tions show that for a first-order approximation, the speed
traveling waves in the normal direction (cN) can be ex-
pressed in the form of the eikonal equation:cN5c`2Dk,
where c` is the traveling speed of a plane wave,k is the
curvature of the wave front, andD is a constant. A positive
constantD guarantees that a traveling wave is stable. S
pose a perturbation is added to the system so that the cu
ture of the wave front becomes nonuniform, a positive va
of D in the eikonal equation makes the waves in a reg
with a larger curvature move slower so that the curvature
that region decreases. This mechanism guarantees tha
curvature of spiral wave and its speed are uniform. On
contrary, whenD is negative, the waves in a region with
larger ~smaller! curvature will travel faster~slower!. As a
consequence, the curvature in that region will be further
creased~decreased!. Due to slowing down of the wave spee
in regions with a smaller curvature, the local wavelength
these regions becomes smaller. When the local waveleng
decreased below a critical value, which is determined by
dispersion relation@30#, the traveling waves in these region
will break up and pairs of defects will be generated. Figur
shows an example of the lateral instability of an inward wa
observed in the experiment. When the ‘‘hole’’ region in t
system is small, the front of the back wave is uniform,
shown in Fig. 8~a!. As the ‘‘hole’’ region becomes larger, th
curvature of the back wave becomes smaller. The fron
one local place@arrow pointed in Fig. 8~b!# is flatter than the
other regions. Due to a negative value ofD, the speed of the
inward wave in the flat region is faster than its adjacent
gions @Fig. 8~c!#, making the local wavelength in the adja
cent regions smaller. As a result, the wave breaks up in th
regions and a pair of defects is created, as shown in Fig. 8~d!.

In conclusion, we have observed and studied a transi
from ordered spirals to defect-mediated turbulence in a c
trolled experiment and in numerical simulations. In the e
d J
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periments, there is a clear evidence that the transition is
tiated by the gradient effects of the system. These grad
effects cause the spiral tip to split or a segment of wave
decay. This triggers a cascade of spiral dynamical chan
inducing backfire instability and lateral instability. As a r
sult, the system evolves into a state of spatiotemporal ch
In the simulation, we did not observe the spiral tip splittin
however, the following spiral breakup processes agree es
tially with the experimental observation. At present, our d
scription of the transition is still qualitative and the picture
the spiral instability is still fragmented. For example, it is n
clear why the spiral tip splitting changes the dynamics of
system, such as the dispersion relation~wavelength becomes
smaller! and spiral stability. We believe that a large scale 3
simulation followed by a proper theoretical analysis will
nally solve these problems.
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FIG. 8. Time series shows the lateral instability. The arro
points to the location where a backward wave breaks.~a! t50 s;
~b! t525 s; ~c! t541 s; ~d! t551 s. The control parameters are th
same as in Fig. 2. The region shown is 5.835.8 mm2.
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